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PLANNING FOR THE RENEWAL OF ORINDA’S DOWNTOWN WOULD 

BENEFIT FROM INDEPENDENT, PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE 

 

 

The conversation about renewing Orinda’s downtown has been stalled for five 

years. That conversation needs to be restarted. It could be done in a non-partisan 

manner with the assistance of independent land use professionals. This could be 

facilitated at modest cost by the Urban Land Institute, a highly respected 

nonprofit education and research institute that has assisted hundreds of other cities 

with issues not unlike Orinda’s. 

 

A Process of Renewal Needs to Begin: Orinda’s two commercial districts have 

seen virtually no renewal since the Theater Square and One Camino Sobrante 

renovations a quarter century ago. Over the years, a number of Orinda’s leading 

merchants have either closed their doors or moved elsewhere. Sales volumes of 

the remaining stores and restaurants are generally far below what they could be.  

 

Orinda’s retailers make do in spaces that are for the most part tired, in buildings 

that are nearing the end of their useful lives. Downtown offers little in the way of 

a pleasant or comfortable shopping experience. 

 

In recent years with the advent of online shopping, the marketplace for retail 

stores has become far more competitive. Recent commercial renovations and new 

developments in nearby communities have attracted a greater depth of upscale 

retailers and restauranteurs, while Orinda’s downtown remains stagnant. 

 

The solution for Orinda is not to build more retail space. The downtown 

commercial districts presently have approximately 300,000 sq. ft. of retail space, 

a sufficient amount for a community of 18,000 residents. Orinda does need, 

however, to renew its commercial buildings, upgrade the spaces within them and 

in some cases redevelop underutilized properties.  
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There is currently a noticeable mismatch between Orinda’s relatively high median 

family income and the generally low quality level of its retail and restaurant 

spaces. What used to be a healthy and sustainable downtown has become an 

unexciting convenient goods environment. 

 

The Primary Barrier to Renewal: One of the primary barriers to improvement 

has been the low priority assigned by Orinda’s civic leadership to the declining 

performance of the downtown commercial districts. The City Council’s 

conversation about updating Orinda’s commercial zoning was interrupted in 2010 

and has not been concluded. The result has been that commercial property owners 

and would-be owners have been discouraged from making plans for improvement 

because the rules of the game are so uncertain.  

 

A Tipping Point. Because of the deterioration of its commercial buildings, 

Orinda is reaching a tipping point beyond which its real estate values - both 

commercial and residential - decline relative to neighboring communities. Indeed, 

there is much anecdotal evidence this has already begun.  

 

The former firehouse site on Avenida de Orinda and the Phairs and BP sites have 

been exposed to the market for years. Realtors report that single family home 

prices paid per square foot indicate that buyers currently prefer Lafayette over 

Orinda. It used to be the other way around. 

 

The Urban Land Institute. The ULI www.sf.uli.org  has been providing 

Technical Assistance Panels to cities in the Bay Area for many years.  For a very 

reasonable cost of approximately $15,000 Orinda would receive the benefit of 

expert, multidisciplinary advice from a spectrum of land use professionals who 

contribute their time to local governments and non-profit organizations.  

 

The time has come for Orinda to turn its attention to the health of its business 

community. 

http://www.sf.uli.org/

